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On another issue: “WELCOME”
to all our recently joined members; sorry
personal matters have not allowed a
more direct meeting. Our Club welcomes
you, your interests and your machinery
[ if that is correct terminology ? ].
We are now officially
members of
FEDERATION.

Sunday ........ 2 nd DECEMBER 2012

OPEN DAY - PUBLIC MEETING
We all get
heavier as we get older
because there’s a lot more
information in our
heads; to stop this I have
ceased thinking.
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As the weather improves there is a flurry of activities that are on offer for members such as “Open Day”
planned for Sunday December 2nd at our Steam Park. With some promotion in the district and at the
Gisborne Market we could have a very good day showing off our hobby - with a B.B.Q. thrown in.
Another important date for your busy calendar is the National Historical Machinery Association will be
holding their National Rally at Mudgee N.S.W. on April 19,20,21, in 2013. Contact or Secretary if you intend to go.
The Lake Goldsmith Rally on November 3, 4, 5th 2012 maybe some of our group could form a car pool ?
Our last General Meeting saw an old familiar fact, a long time member Ivan Horne make a pleasant visit and I would
like to welcome two new members into our club, Lindsay Elliott and Robyn Smithwick.
Our A.G.M. is on Friday October 26th, so keep this date free. I encourage you to consider applying for a position on
the Committee. There are important issues ahead for our club to consider therefore we need a healthy robust committee. Please get your application forms into the Secretary.
Positions vacant include. PRESIDENT, SECRETARY, TREASURER and 3 COMMITTEE..
Cheers for now. Trevor.
These matters have been
included at the last moment
because as usual I had to
rush !
They may or may not have
relevance to our club but
with time as an essence the
space had to be filled some
how.
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FROM THE EDITOR: I sometimes think of the story of Alice in Wonderland and the lines
“the time has come to speak of many things of cabbage trees and candle wax and
cauliflowers and kings.” Ok, I may have incorrectly reported same but to me it sums
my current feelings, e.g. confused, dispirited and somewhat unhealthy: there is a positive side
though; the sun shines [sometimes] Spring is upon us, the world is reasonable bright ..........
particularly in our part of the world; we have a wonderful country the envy of many overseas let us not go into
that. In Gisborne - our Club Grounds the 7¼” train track appears to have been settled with Tim and Prue
about to launch regular events around “THE TRAM ! “ Noel has been working assiduously to ensure our steam boilers
are in good order when the Boiler Inspector arrives; [hope someone has volunteered to assist ?] President Trevor and
committee have had time cut out with problems relating to F.W.D. - off roaders using our grounds as either a racetrack
or obstacle course [ read here; vandalism; ] the matter has been reported to local police.
Our OPEN DAY has been postponed until 2nd December due to constant rain - undoubtedly that will also relate to
more grass cutting requirements in the coming weeks as Spring settles in. Other positive notes are that 2nd December
is also Market Day in Gisborne; some club volunteers are preparing signs plus other information for distribution so that
we can attempt to make this day something EXTRA SPECIAL at our STEAM PARK.
I try to keep up with matters but it is just not always possible though after reading STEAM SUPREME [ Melbourne
Steam Traction Engine Club] newsletter, [Sept. 2012 edition] I was intrigued by use of photographs and historical notes
as they produced their 500th Issue. [Congratulations to them !!!]
Something else .......HISTORY: there have been NO REPLIES to my request about whether anyone has ever recorded
the various makes of traction engines in Victoria from when they were required to be registered in 1912 so perhaps if I
asked again; does anyone know the MAKES of all traction engines registered in Victoria from 1912 onwards .....
particularly to 1914 when WW1 began. e.g. are there any books in existence, any recorded information ? [ none
that I could find in P.R.O. Records ] Traction Engine Registration was compulsory on the formation of Country Roads
Board with whom we are CELBRATING in 2013.
WOOPS ...... go to your old files M.C.G. .... in 2009 Trevor Dunn gave you a list which could help !!! Yes ... thanks
Trevor and Margaret ...; some of these did assist, [ good thing I kept those files !!] Well I put most of this syndrome
down to my “age processes and ‘everything else.’”
VicRoads [ successor to C.R.B.] WILL have a fairly large display at Gisborne in 2013 so if you have any old C.R.B. or
related equipment [ such as our old Gisborne Council grader ] that can be positively identified, please let us know.
Oh, and don’t forget Melbourne Steam Club - 2013 - 9th to 11th March event ............. all this as “Steam Whistle”
editor struggles to keep up and hopefully help “Social Studies” students record a little more of our past. Meantime .....;
keep keeping on, and if my eyes hold out the next issue of S.W. should be out in November just before OPEN DAY.
As can be seen on Page 1, we are officially members of the Federation of Veteran Vintage & Classic Vehicle Clubs:
FEDERATION runs the BENDIGO SWAP ... 17th & 18th November this year ......... so if you have never been before
make an effort and attend, it can be an “eye - opener” for most first time visitors.
Then that HUGE EVENT ..... LAKE GOLDSMITH STEAM RALLY - 3rd - 4th - 5th November. their 100th Event
As time moves on our Club records are getting closer to being sorted and recorded so if your name hasn’t
appeared as a “New Member” it is mainly due to household matters needing attention [ in the Grant premises ]
- all we ask is your indulgence for another month or so. Meantime our banking requirements will be sorted and
a backlog finalized. [Much still depends on “eye operations etc.” - plus there is the need for ALL MEMBERS
to ensure your dues are paid before our A.G.M. Thank You.

And ..
Smile
Damn
You Smile !

Mal Grant - Editor
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2nd December 2012. PUBLIC OPEN DAY

OPEN ........ Clubrooms ....
Club activities.
Reasons for existence.
Restoration - Steam - Fuel - Petrol - Oil
Display of members interests. Trains, planes, cars, trucks, motor
cycles, tractors, stationary engines, model boats, what - ever !
Everyone invited from 10am.
Afternoon Tea - [ supplied ] after a Meeting. Come for a b.y.o. PICNIC.
7¼” train rides [ small fee per rider ].

Please pass the word on ! Use all media possible.
INVITATION TO A TRACTOR TREK.
Sunday 30th September. Organized
by members of Ballan Vintage Club
and Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society.
Meet at 9 am at THE BULLOCK TRACK WEST MELTON [ Melways Ref. 335 H7 ]
Travel back roads through Melton, Toolern Vale. Diggers Rest. South Gisborne.
Lunch about 12 . 00 at GISBORNE PEAK WINERY 69 Short Road Gisborne [Lunch
cost $23 per head]. If you have no tractor and wish to come by car you can tag
along and meet up with the group at lunch. Tractors MUST be registered or on
Club Plates. Tel. R.S.V.P. Rob Barrie 0407 883 475
INTERESTED IN COMMUNICATIONS HISTORY ?
Ancient Telephone Network discovered.
Scottish scientists recently found traces of copper wire dating back 100 years after digging to 10 metres and
concluded that their ancestors had a telephone network much earlier than anyone else. English scientists
then dug to a 20 metres and announced: “English excavations found show our communication system some
200 years old and much earlier than Scots.” A week later “The Kerrymen,” a southwest Irish newsletter reported:
“After digging as deep as 30 metres in a peat bog near Tralee, Paddy O’Orolly, a self - taught archaeologist
stated” ............... ” he had found absolutely nothing.’ Paddy has therefore concluded that 300 years ago the
Irish had already gone wireless.”
There is a “Communications Museum” at the old Essendon Airport .... a group of enthusiasts have radio and associated
equipment relating to “Air Traffic Control.” This was brought to my notice at our last rally and I suggested the group
might care to bring some to our next Rally. [ Open some week days they are on the internet ].. Sorry I have no more.
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MY TRIP TO WYPERFIELD NATIONAL PARK WITH THE
HARRY FERGUSON TRACTOR CLUB: Bill WATSON
Leaving home at 7 . 30 am I had a
good run to Wedderburn, stopping
there for morning tea, then to
Wycheproof [where the train line
runs down the main street] for
lunch. Arriving at the site of the
SPEED Field Days at 1. 30 pm
where I left the tractor at the clubs’
site; then proceeded into the camp
site at Wyperfield, arriving just
before dark. Enduring a cold night,
I returned to Speed, we had a nice
day and a good crowd in attendance as well as being kept busy
be many visitors to our Stand.
Wednesday night I slept at the
Tempy Footy Ground.
Thursday was overcast with a much
small crowd, I loaded the tractor at
4. 00 pm and headed to the
National Park. Friday was a Rest
Day - Saturday dawned with a clear
warm start, at 2. 00 pm we set out on a 5 km tractor
trek along very sandy tracks. Sunday we had a
light shower during the night, lunched at Pine Plains
Resort with our hosts Adrian Meehan and Sue
O’Sullivan, after driving our tractors there.
Monday our first day of actually working our
tractors, most fitted with a ripper and three blades
to clean up. Thursday I snagged a log breaking off
the valve on a front wheel, resulting in a trip to
Speed to replace the tube. Friday, some tractors
had left overnight, others stayed on for the last
working day. Saturday the whole camp set off on

a 4 W.D. convoy led by Daryl [PARK RANGER] on a
50 km park boundary drive, my X-TRAIL did not perform well in the soft sand and over the dunes, we arrived at the Wonga Campsite for a late lunch and an
enjoyable end to a great week.
Though we were ripping rabbit burrows all week I saw
only one rabbit, lots of Emu, Kangaroo and at least
twenty pair of Major Mitchell parrots.

WOOPS !
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Sunbury and District - Early Businesses - Compiled 1994 - by Trevor and Margaret DUNN Updated 2009

* Still in business in 1914 but make of traction engine used is not known.

FOWLER traction engine believed originally owned by Sinclair Bros. Lancefield

Charlie McKENZIE — “Oak Bank” Diggers Rest - as per photograph of traction engine and thresher

* [Joseph not Jack !]
Currently

at

“Rocklyn”

out

of

Ballarat

FOWLER traction engine
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came

from

Mary

Parker

who

2012

is

the

curator / publicist and the person who will be making

the final arrangements for our 2013 JOINT DISPLAY at Steam Park Gisborne.
More information will be available at our

“ O pen Day ”

and once again - if

you have any photographs, material or matters of interest in respect of the
C. R.B. - PLEASE advise the editor of Steam Whistle.

Just repeating myself [ again !!! ] does anyone have information on those Traction Engine makes
from 1912. Hopefully I will have more detail for next edition.
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LAKE GOLDSMITH RALLY - 100th EVENT. 3rd / 4th / 5th November 2012.
If you have never been before - just go to Beaufort and follow the signs !
The 100th Rally they are featuring the newly restored 1903 BUCYRUS
Steam Shovel !! [ It’s HUGE ]
Oh, if I have given the wrong description of the Steam Shovel then it is me who is
wrong !!!
From Tim REID: We have had a lot of tree limbs down at our grounds after the strong winds of the past few
weeks. I have towed a few behind my car to the rubbish burning area !
Spring has finally sprung in Gisborne - I got swooped by a magpie at the park whilst spending a few hours cutting grass
with the ride on mower; [ much better than the work required with the hand mower !] . Much work has been carried out
on the miniature train track with weeds being sprayed and blue metal fill being put into sections where there were
voids. Wooden plinths have been removed from around the “old station” area and after wheelbarrow loads of that
metal fill my limbs were left aching after quite a lot of “whipper snipping” around the back of the Ractliffe Pavilionl.
The most positive thing is the blooming of blossom on trees, birds singing and what a pleasure it was to actually be
able to attend to so many chores without having the necessity to wear a heavy jumper !
At one stage I even stood still just to glance around with the realization of what a magnificent place we have.
Editor: Thanks Tim .......... your words have been changed slightly by me as personal computer skills and typing

requirements - plus the usual rush to get “Steam Whistle” finished, printed and posted as soon as possible. I further
admit to “more mistakes” in this publication [ due to having to rush through matters of importance within ].
Once again this newsletter is being posted out in envelopes that cost our club more than folding and processing but
due to TIME - or lack of it ? that is just how matters have to be.
GISBORNE VINTAGE MACHINERY SOCIETY LTD.
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